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ABSTRACT 
The main objective of this paper is to provide an efficient and secure broadcasting for Wireless Sensor Networks It is used for 

providing a solution to overcome the broadcasting problem. But in the wireless sensor technology broadcasting is an important 

task to provide better performance.  It is also an important process in wireless ad hoc networks to control information in the 

broadcasting with security. In this project the broadcasts are delivered via multiple channel for providing better delivery ratio. Not 

only that this multi channel concept reduces the transfer time also. This multi channel concept overcome the problem of the 

existing broadcasting process in the wireless technology. Because in the existing broadcasting methods a common channel is used 

for all users in a network. So it produces the time delay and the low delivery ratio. This problem is highly removed by using this 

proposed method. Not only that this proposed method provides better security using encryption with dynamic key with three way 

handshaking procedure. Because of using this dynamic key it provides high security. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Cognitive radio (CR) technology has been proposed as an enabling solution to alleviate the spectrum 

underutilization problem [1]. With the capability of sensing the frequency bands in a time and location-varying 
spectrum environment and adjusting the operating parameters based on the sensing outcome, CR technology 
allows an unlicensed user (or, secondary user (SU)) to exploit those frequency bands unused by licensed users 
(or, primary users) in an opportunistic manner [2]. Secondary users can form a CR infrastructure-based network 
or a CR ad hoc network.  

Recently, CR ad hoc networks have attracted plentiful research attention due to their various applications 
[3], [4]. Broadcast is an important operation in ad hoc networks, especially in distributed multi-hop multi-
channel networks. Control information exchange among nodes, such as channel availability and routing 
information, is crucial for the realization of most networking protocols in an ad hoc network. This control 
information is often sent out as networkwide broadcasts, messages that are sent to all other nodes in a network. 
In addition, some exigent data packets such as emergency messages and alarm signals are also delivered as 
network-wide broadcasts [5]. Due to the importance of the broadcast operation, in this paper, we address the 
broadcasting issue in multi-hop CR ad hoc networks. Since broadcast messages often need to be disseminated to 
all destinations as quickly as possible, we aim to achieve very high successful broadcast ratio and very short 
broadcast delay. The broadcasting issue has been studied extensively in traditional ad hoc networks [6], [7], [8], 
[9]. However, unlike traditional single-channel or multi-channel ad hoc networks where the channel availability 
is uniform, in CR ad hoc networks, different SUs may acquire different sets of available channels. This non-
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uniform channel availability imposes special design challenges for broadcasting in CR ad hoc networks. First of 
all, for traditional single-channel and multichannel ad hoc networks, due to the uniformity of channel 
availability, all nodes can tune to the same channel. Thus, broadcast messages can be conveyed through a single 
common channel which can be heard by all nodes in a network. However, in CR ad hoc networks, the 
availability of a common channel for all nodes may not exist. More importantly, before any control information 
is exchanged, a SU is unaware of the available channels of its neighboring nodes. Therefore, broadcasting 
messages on a global common channel is not feasible in CR ad hoc networks. 

Furthermore, since multiple channels may be used for broadcasting and the exact time for all single-hop 
neighboring nodes to successfully receive the broadcast message is random, to avoid broadcast collisions (i.e., a 
node receives multiple copies of the broadcast message simultaneously) is much more complicated in CR ad hoc 
networks, as compared to traditional ad hoc networks. In traditional ad hoc networks, numerous broadcast 
scheduling schemes are proposed to reduce the probability of broadcast collisions while optimizing the network 
performance [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. All these proposals are on the basis that all nodes use a single 
channel for broadcasting and the exact delay for a single-hop broadcast is one time slot. However, in CR ad hoc 
networks, without the information about the channel used for broadcasting and the exact delay for a single-hop 
broadcast, to predict when and on which channel a broadcast collision occurs is extremely difficult. Hence, to 
design a broadcast protocol which can avoid broadcast collisions, as well as provide high successful broadcast 
ratio and short broadcast delay is a very challenging issue for multi-hop CR ad hoc networks under practical 
scenarios. Simply extending existing broadcast protocols to CR ad hoc networks cannot yield the optimal 
performance. 

Currently, research on broadcasting in multi-hop CR ad hoc networks is still in its infant stage. There are 
only limited papers addressing the broadcasting issue in CR ad hoc networks [16], [17], [18], [19]. However, in 
[16] and [17], the global network topology and the available channel information of all SUs are assumed to be 
known. Additionally, in [17], a common signaling channel for the whole network is employed which is also not 
practical. These two papers adopt impractical assumptions which make them inadequate to be used in practical 
scenarios. In [18], a Quality-of-Service (QoS)-based broadcast protocol under blind information is proposed. 
However, this scheme does not consider optimizing the network performance. Moreover, it ignores the 
broadcast collision issue. Other proposals aiming to locally establish a common control channel may also be 
considered for broadcasting [20], [21], [22], [23]. However, these proposals need a-priori channel availability 
information of all SUs which is usually obtained via broadcasts. In addition, although some schemes on channel 
hopping in CR networks can be used for finding a common channel between two nodes [24], [25], [26], they 
still suffer various limitations and cannot be used in broadcast scenarios. In [24] and [25], the proposed channel 
hopping schemes cannot guarantee rendezvous under some special circumstances. In addition, one of the 
proposed schemes in [24] only works when two SUs have exactly the same available channel sets. Furthermore, 
in [26], a jump-stay based channel hopping algorithm is proposed for guaranteed rendezvous. However, the 
expected rendezvous time for the asymmetric model (i.e., different users have different available channels) is of 
polynomial complexity with respect to the total number of channels. Thus, it is unsuitable for broadcast 
scenarios in CR ad hoc networks where channel availability is usually non-uniform and short broadcast delay is 
often required. Other channel hopping algorithms explained in [27] require tight time synchronization which is 
also not feasible before any control information is exchanged. 

In this project the nodes are initialized and select the source and destination. The message to be send at the 
source. If any intruder come then using EMSDES and 3 way handshaking is used to avoid this intruders and 
send message. Finally decrypt the data and the message sent at the destination. In this project the broadcasts are 
delivered via multiple channel for providing better delivery ratio. Not only that this multi channel concept 
reduces the transfer time also. This multi channel concept overcome the problem of the existing broadcasting 
process in the CR technology. Because in the existing broadcasting methods a common channel is used for all 
users in a network. So it produces the time delay and the low delivery ratio. This problem is highly removed by 
using this proposed method. Not only that this proposed method provides better security using encryption with 
dynamic key. Because of using this dynamic key it provides high security.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The opinion target and opinion word extraction process 
and bad comment classification are discussed in Section II. Section III describes the experimental results and 
performance evaluation of the proposed method. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper. 
 
Proposed method: 

The proposed method contains six main modules. They are Node Creation, Node Selection, Data 
Transmission, EMSA, 3 way handshaking and message sending. The overall diagram of the proposed method is 
shown in Fig.1.  
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A. Node Creation: 
By giving user input the system nodes are generated. Node position and properties are generated 

automatically. A node network is a set of two or more connected nodes. Once a connection between two or more 
nodes has been defined, all searches produce listings of configured users and resources from both local and 
remote nodes. This basic information is maintained on each computer in the node network. All calendaring data 
for each user and resource, however, resides only on that item's local node, eliminating space and consistency 
problems created by replicated databases. All exchanges of this information between nodes is done in real time, 
making local or remote location on a network completely transparent to the user. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Overall Diagram of the Proposed Method 
 

B. Node Selection: 
To select the source and destination node for message sending. Nodes may constantly discover new routes 

with lower link and path costs.  The route selection algorithm selects the preferred route map to use to route the 
message to the destination. 
 
C.  Data Transmission: 

After extraction opinion word and target the next step is to After the selection of nodes the data (message) 
to be transmitted. In encrypt the message using the EMSDES algorithm. If any intruder is come then use 3 way 
handshaking to avoid attack.   

Data transmission, digital transmission, or digital communications is the physical transfer of data 
(a digital bit stream) over a point-to-point or point-to-multipoint communication channel. Examples of such 
channels are copper wires, optical fibres, wireless communication channels, storage media and computer buses. 
The data are represented as an electromagnetic signal, such as an electrical voltage, radiowave, microwave, 
or infrared signal. While analog transmission is the transfer of a continuously varying analog signal, digital 
communications is the transfer of discrete messages. The messages are either represented by a sequence of 
pulses by means of a line code (baseband transmission), or by a limited set of continuously varying wave forms 
(passband transmission), using a digital modulation method. The passband modulation and corresponding 
demodulation (also known as detection) is carried out by modem equipment. According to the most common 
definition of digital signal both baseband and pass-band signals representing bit-streams are considered as 
digital transmission, while an alternative definition only considers the baseband signal as digital, and pass-band 
transmission of digital data as a form of digital-to-analog conversion. 

After the selection of nodes the data (message) to be transmitted. Encryption involves public/private keys of 
communicating parties unless they have agreed upon a session key. If a session key is determined, Sender can 
encrypt its message to recipient using the shared session key.  The receiver can then simply decrypt the packet 
and ensure packet. In encryption this project use the identity based encryption. 

 
D. Emsdes: 

First the link established between the user, adversary, key distributor and authenticator. The key distributor 
generates the key and delivers the key to user for authentication. If any intruder come then apply 3 way 
handshaking. After 3 way handshaking the generate the new key between the user and key distributor.  

At the initial stage the EMSA capability is advertised through beacon and probe response frames using 
theMKD domain identifier (MKDD-ID) value. This value is received from the MKD during the mesh key 
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holder security handshake. In initial EMSA authentication, an MP carries out its first security association with 
an MA and establishes mesh key hierarchy for securing future links. This contains communication exchanged 
between an MP and an MA where a supplicant MP issues an association request frame containing a Peer Link 
Open IE and the MKDD-IE requests to establish a mesh key hierarchy. The supplication MP is expected to 
receive an association response frame containing a Peer Link Confirm IE and the information to perform key 
derivations for establishing link security. 

This process in 802.11s is referred to as initial authentication. Upon successful authentication, the master 
gateway and a supplicant gateway will initiate a 3-way handshake that results in deriving PTK (Pairwise 
Transient Key) for unicast communications and GTK (Group Transient Key) for multicast communications. 
After 3-way handshaking, the supplicant MP is now able to receive the route announcement from the mesh 
authenticator and then has the route to the mesh key distributor (e.g., the master gateway). Before a supplicant 
MP (e.g., gateway) becomes an authenticator itself, another set of hierarchical key needs to be established via 
the Mesh Key Holder Security Handshake (MKHSH). 

 
E. EMSDES Algorithm: 

The above diagram shoes the operation of  EMSDES. 
1. The peer link are established.  
2. EAP authentication are done in supplicant, mesh authenticator and mesh distributor 
3. Generates key and deliver the key between , mesh authenticator and mesh distributor 
4. Apply 3 way handshaking 
5. Setup the routing and handshake via mesh action 
 

F. EAP Authentication: 
The newly authenticated supplicant gateway then begins to initiate the authentication process for one of its 

children selected in the routing tree. If the child MP has already been authenticated previously by another 
neighbor MP (or gateway), the authentication process may consist of only a peer link establishment with 3-way 
handshaking, but without the need of EAP authentication.   

 

 
 
Specifically, in Subsequent Authentication the supplicant MP includes a value of PMK-MKDName in the 

peer link openmessagewhen associating with otherMA’s. This value is used to identify the PMK-MKD that the 
supplicant MP generated in its initial EMSA authentication. MA’s derive the PMK-MAName based on the 
received PMK-MKD Name and check if they have the corresponding PMK-MA key. 
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G. 3-Way Handshaking: 
First the adversary sends the message to user. The user generate key and authenticate with the authenticator. 

The received message is correct then sends response to the adversary. Otherwise generates new key to send the 
message to adversary. Then the adversary verifies and send response message to user. 

The steps are followed 
 
1. Receiving of Message1 by Supplicant:  

• To Decrypts the ANonce value  
• To  Generates SNonce, calculates PTK 
• To Store PTK and SNonce  
• Finally Create and send Message2  

 
2. Receiving of Messag2 by AP:  

• To Calculate a PTK by same mechanism  
• To Verify MIC  
• To Create and send Message 3  
 
3. After receiving Message 3, firstly supplicant verifies MIC and then this validates the successful 

installation of PTK at the authenticator. Message4 is not required because of successful verification of MIC at 
the supplicant site indicates that PTK has been successfully calculated and installed at the Authenticator site. 
Hacker can’t mount DoS attack by sending any type of fake Messages or Message1 since they are encrypted by 
TPMK which is known by supplicant and authenticator only, before this process actually started and Memory 
exhaustion attacks is also prevented because of ANonce value is not stored at the supplicant side. 
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Exprimental Analysis: 
A. Performance Analysis: 

To analyse the performance of the proposed method several performance metrics are used. They are 
Probability of Collision, Control Overhead, Detection Accuracy and Communication Range. 
 
1. Probability of Collision: 

A collision occurs when two different joining nodes generate AREQs with the same address and the same 
identifier number or if two disjoint partitions own exactly the same filters. In the first case, the joining nodes do 
not notice that their addresses are the same because the message from the other node seems to the first node like 
a retransmission of its own message. In the second case, the partition merging procedure is not started because 
the signatures of the Hellos are the same for both the partitions, and, consequently, the network would have a 
collision for each of its addresses. This is shown in the below table 

 
Network Size Collision Probability 
10 0.234 
20 0.367 
30 0.428 
40 0.521 
50 0.632 

 

 
 
The above figure shows the collision probability, , considering an address range of 256 entries. This project 

observe that there is a high probability of address collision, but the AREQ collision probability is negligible, 
even for a number of nodes greater than the number of available addresses, due to the use of the identifiers. 

 
2. Control Overhead: 

The main procedures in addressing protocols are network initialization, node joining/leaving, and merging. 
Usually, these procedures, as well as the ordinary protocol operation, generate control overhead, reducing the 
available bandwidth. This project estimate the number of control messages sent by all these procedures for 
EMSDES. It uses partition identifiers, which are numbers shared by the nodes in the same partition to make it 
possible to distinguish the current partition from the others. Every time a node joins the network or a node 
observes that it lost a neighbor, the partition identifier of the whole network is changed. This is shown in the 
below table 

      
Network Size Existing Approach  EMSDES 
10 50 70 
20 55 75 
30 60 80 
40 65 85 
50 70 88 

 
From the above graph it is shown that, in the initialization, EMSDES presents a high probability of having 

the smallest overhead. So it is considered as the best method. 
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3. Detection Accuracy: 
Detection accuracy is used to represent the false positive ratio and false negative ratio of the underlying 

detection algorithm, which are the ratios of falsely considering a genuine node as a replica and falsely 
considering a replica a genuine node, respectively. This is shown in the below table 

 
Network Size Existing Approach EMSDES 
10 89.57 94.35 
20 90.15 95.63 
30 89.42 94.98 
40 90.43 96.82 
50 90.26 95.72 

 

 
 
From the above table and graph it is shown that the proposed method (EMSDES) performs better than the 

existing method. Because it has higher detection accuracy. 
 

4. Detection Time: 
Detection time is evaluated according to the average time (or, equivalently, the number of moves) required 

for a genuine sensor node to add the replica’s ID into blacklist. It is shown in the below table 
 

Network Size Existing Approach  EMSDES 
10 100 60 
20 150 100 
30 200 170 
40 240 190 
50 320 230 
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From the above table and graph it is shown that the proposed method (EMSDES) gives better result than the 

other method. Because it gives lower time complexity to detect the replica node. 
 

5. Communication Overhead: 
Communication overhead accounts for the number of records required for each node to be transmitted. 

Similarly, it can be considered in terms of the number of bits. It is easy to know that each node only 
communicates with its neighboring nodes. In particular, for a pair of neighboring nodes in EMSDES, they only 
need to exchange the random numbers received the last time they encountered and exchange the newly 
generated random numbers. It is shown in the below table. 

 
Network Size Existing Approach EMSDES 
10 5000 7000 
20 5500 7300 
30 6500 8000 
40 7200 8500 
50 7800 9000 

 

 
 
From the above table and graph it is shown that the proposed method (EMSDES) performs better than the 

existing methods, because the existing methods have higher communication overhead values. 
 

Conclusion: 
This project proposed send data secured in smart grid wireless communication. The nodes are initialized 

and select the source and destination. The message to be send at the source. If any intruder come then using 
EMSDES and 3 way handshaking is used to avoid this intruders and send message. Finally decrypt the data and 
the message sent at the destination. In this project the broadcasts are delivered via multiple channel for 
providing better delivery ratio. Not only that this multi channel concept reduces the transfer time also. This 
multi channel concept overcome the problem of the existing broadcasting process in the CR technology. 
Because in the existing broadcasting methods a common channel is used for all users in a network. So it 
produces the time delay and the low delivery ratio. This problem is highly removed by using this proposed 
method. Not only that this proposed method provides better security using encryption with dynamic key. 
Because of using this dynamic key it provides high security. 
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